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Name Organization Comments 

David Doherty Private individual  Tower proposed to go next to my house; property behind my property 
and the one west of me are empty; my property and the one next to me 
are the only ones being impacted. This will destroy property values.  

 Easement on back of my property and one on the roadway near my 
house, but why do you want to move so close to homes. 

 Maintenance of roads is also a problem. Riverside flood control 
property east of Desert View Ave. does not maintain property. 

 Concerned with traffic and potential for blithe to the area. 

Lois Musmann Private individual  Not sure what year the current line is near Oak Valley Parkway?  
Concerned with the safety of the lines.  

 Want to have more information on the construction of the line and 
what will go on with the project. 

 Concerned with health impacts of the line, which will be taller. 

 Concerned with Segment 4 of the project, will lines be closer to 
houses, how will they change in relation to homes? 

Brenda Freeman Private individual  Want to know where upgrades will be, concerned with upgrades on 
hillsides where visible; will impact views from homes. 

 My community is one of the few communities with beautiful hillsides, 
but we need power.  

 Important to me and my neighbors to put towers far from 10 freeway 
so not visible. 

Dave Goodward San Bernardino 
Valley Audubon 
Society 

 Have more questions than comments, concerned with impacts on 
ravens and Golden Eagles 

 Will new towers be less or more eagle friendly, concerned with 
potential for eagle mortality? 

 Ravens like towers; any discussion of raven nest removal?  

Karen Harnitchek Private individual  Tower pads will come further south towards my house; are some 
existing pads going to be used for the project, already pretty close to 
my house. 

 Need to have a better map to show where towers will be located. 

 Do new lines have any better protective coating? Will old existing 
lines give off more EMF than new lines – will it increase or have less 
effect on everything? 
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Terrance  Emersay Private individual  As part of this project, realigning Vista Marichano 115 kV line and 
combining into same ROW; my family has property in San Timiteo 
Canyon in Redlands between MP 8 and 9. 

 At this location the Vista-Maraschino line is approximately 1,200 to 
1,500 feet north of these other towers and lines that are being 
realigned, suggest relocating section of the Vista Marichano line put 
into the same ROW, north and west of our property. 

 Long term it would be a smaller environmental footprint, improvement 
from an environmental impact standpoint, and cost to maintain would 
be better. Separate line has separate roadways, violate private property.   

 I know lines are together in one ROW at other locations and would 
like to see if we can combine these lines. 

 


